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Abstract: The paper deals with the weight reduction and the achievement of a more 
homogeneous stress distribution of a one-cylinder engine’s crankshaft, 
developed for the Formula Student series. In order to achieve this goal, a 
series of static FEM analysis were performed on the crankshaft. For the 
FEM analyses, the critical loading and kinematic boundary conditions of 
the crankshaft were calculated with two different methods. The loads were 
determined analytically and were verified by Creo Mechanism software. 
The calculations were done for different engine speeds and - as a result - 
the critical engine speed, where the highest loads appear could be 
determined. An essential weight reduction and a more homogeneous stress 
distribution were achieved on the crankshaft as the result of FEM analysis.  

Keywords: crankshaft, finite element method (FEM), weight reduction, stress 
distribution 

1. Introduction 
The paper shows the stress analysis of the crankshaft of a one-cylinder engine, 

designed by the SZEngine team (the stundent’s engine development team of Széchenyi 
István University) for the Formula Student (FS) race series and gives recommendations 
for the weight reduction of the crankshaft. The FS race tracks feature many curves, 
slaloms and short, straight sections. These features must also be taken into consideration 
in the course of designing and developing the proper engine for the race car. The main 
objective of the engine design is the creation of an engine with the possible lowest 
weight and the possible highest performance. In order to be able to reduce the weight of 
the crankshaft, a series of static FEM analysis were performed on the crankshaft. On the 
basis of the results gained by the analysis, one could reduce the weight of the 
crankshaft, make the stress distribution more homogenous, and fix the emerging failures 
in the construction. For the analysis, it is necessary to exactly know the maximum loads 
acting on the crankshaft therefore – as the first step – the paper deals with this problem. 
The second part shows the results of the stress analyses and the weight reduction. 
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The analyzed crankshaft (Fig. 1.) is a construction made of three parts, consisting of a 
crankpin and two other parts, which includes a web, a counterweight and a half-shaft. 
The three parts are assembled by an interference fit. The material of the crankshaft is 
42CrMo4 alloy steel, while for balancing the crankshaft, tungsten hard metal rods are 
used, which are also connected by an interference fit into the bores of the 
counterweight. The material properties of the crankshaft are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Figure 1. The parts of the analyzed crankshaft 

 

Table 1. Material properties of the crankshaft 

Material property 42CrMo4 steel Tungsten Unit 
Density 7850 19250 kg/m3 

Young’s modulus 210000 411000 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio 0,3 0,28 - 

Yield stress 750 1510 MPa 

Coefficient of thermal 
expansion

1,2∙10-5 4,3∙10-6 1/○C 

 

2. Critical working loads of the crankshaft 
The first task is to determine the loads acting on the crankshaft [1], [12], to specify 

each kind of loading in function of the crank angle and the engine speed. From the 
loading function the critical maximum loads have to be determined – at which the FEM 
analysis must be performed. 
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2.1 Assortment of the working loads 

The loads acting on the crankshaft can basically be divided into two groups: loads, 
which are function of the crank angle and the engine speed, as well as constant loads 
which are not depending on the revolution. Loads, which are function of the crank angle 
and the engine speed, originate from three effects: 

1) Surface loading acting on the crankpin. These loads originate from the gas 
pressure inside the engine’s cylinder and from the forces of inertia occurring 
due to the acceleration of the connecting rod and the piston. 

2) Body forces resulting from the revolution of the crankshaft. 
3) Torque of the flywheel acting on the crankshaft, which occurs due to the 

moments of inertia of the flywheel and the speed-irregularity (angular 
acceleration) of the crankshaft. 

The constant loads are coming from two effects: 
1) Loads from the interference fits (overlap joints). 
2) Loads coming from the thermal effects in the engine. 

2.2 The surface loads acting on the crankpin 

The surface loading acting on the crankpin can basically be determined by two 
methods: either by using a kind of commercial software dealing with dynamic analysis 
(for example ADAMS or Creo Mechanism) or by analytically using the principle of 
impulse and the principle of angular momentum [2]. We determined these loads 
analytically, but the module of the Creo Mechanism [10], [11] was also used for the 
verification of the analytically calculated loading. 

The gas pressure characteristics were determined by the SZEngine team and it was 
available in the operating range of the engine (4000-12000 rpm) in 500 rpm angular 
velocity steps. 

During analytical calculations, the angular velocity of the crankshaft was presumed 
constant, which largely simplifies the calculations, while the failure rate remains at a 
small value, below 1 % according to [5]. In the course of calculations, at first the 
kinematic and then the dynamic feature of the connecting rod were determined. After 
this, the force acting on the crankpin will be derived already from the Newton’s law of 
action and reaction. The kinematic characteristics of the connecting rod were 
determined on the basis of [3] except for (8) and (11). 

 
Figure 2. Vector-model of the crank mechanism 
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In Fig. 2. the vector 2r


 represents the connecting rod and 1r


 models the crank. On the 
basis of Fig. 2., the following vector-equation can be written: 

 1 2 3 0r r r  
   . (1) 

Differentiating once the above vector-equation with respect to time, we get the angular 
velocity of the connecting rod, while differentiating it twice, the angular acceleration of 
the connecting rod can be achieved. 
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The acceleration of point A is known therefore the acceleration of the arbitrary point P 
of the connecting rod can be determined by using the angular velocity and the angular 
acceleration: 

 2
2 2P A AP APa a r r    
    , (4) 

From the evaluation of each term (4), the acceleration of an arbitrary point P is: 
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Knowing the mass properties hm , hJ  of the connecting rod and the mass dm  of the 
piston and the acceleration of an arbitrary point P specified above, the forces acting on 
the connecting rod (Fig. 3.) can be determined. In Fig. 3. the notation S means the center 
of gravity of the connecting rod. 

 
Figure 3. Forces acting on the connecting rod 

Applying the principle of impulse for the piston in y direction: 

 ( )d d g By By g d dm a F F F F m a      . (6) 

Applying the principle of impulse for the connecting rod in y direction: 
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 By Ay h Sy Ay h Sy ByF F m a F m a F     . (7) 

Applying the principle of angular momentum for the connecting rod rotating about the 
point B: 

    2 2 2 2BS h S h BS B BS S
J J r m a m r v M          

      
, (8) 

where B B yv v e
 

 is the velocity of point B, which value can be determined in the 
following way: 

 1 1 2 2sin sinBv r r      . (9) 

It is important to note that many of the literature sources, such as literature [3] gives 
only the incomplete form of the principle of angular momentum for a rigid body, which 
does not contain the fourth term on the left side of the equation (8). According to [6], 
however, if the principle of angular momentum for a rigid body is applied to a moving 
point B as in the present case – the principle must be completed by the fourth term 
containing the velocity of the point B. In case of leaving this term, the x component of 
the force acting in point A shows equation (10), while – taking into consideration this 
term – it shows equation (11): 
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Applying the principle of impulse for the connecting rod in x direction: 

 Ax Bx h Sx Bx h Sx AxF F m a F m a F      (12) 

Force acting on the crankpin of the crankshaft C will be the counter-force of the force 
acting on point A of the connecting rod: 

 ,Cx Ax Cy AyF F F F    . (13) 

At 8000 rpm engine speed, the differently calculated tangential and radial components 
of the force acting on the crankpin, were performed and compared with the results 
achieved by Creo Mechanism program (Fig. 4. and 5.). In the course of comparison, a 
proper match could be observed, but – as it can be seen in the figures – a slight 
deviation could be noticed between the two analytical solutions, which are presented in 
the tangential force diagram. It is interesting to observe that if the component in x 
direction of force AF  was calculated by applying the incomplete form of the principle 
of angular momentum (10), an exact match with the result provided by Creo was to be 
obtained. 
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Figure 4. The tangential force acting on the crankpin in function of crank angle at 

crankshaft speed of 8000 rpm with different calculation methods 

 
Figure 5. The radial force acting on the crankpin in function of crank angle at 

crankshaft speed of 8000 rpm with different calculation methods 

In reality, the force does not act at a certain point, but on a cylindrical contact surface. 
The crankpin is assumed to have a sinusoidal pressure distribution. Therefore, the force 
acting on the crankpin – that was determined above – was transformed into a sinusoidal 
pressure distribution acting over an angle of 120   (Fig. 6.). 

 
Figure 6. The sinusoidal pressure distribution acting on the crankpin 
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The pressure curve along the contour of crankpin can be prescribed by the following 
formula: 

 max max
180 180( ) sin 90p p  
 

  
    

  
, (14) 

where the value o0   belongs to the t axis. 

In (14) the pressure constant maxp  can be achieved by integrating the pressure surface: 
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  , (15) 

where Cw  is the width and Cd  is the diameter of the crankpin. 
Since the load acting on the crankpin is the function of the engine speed, with the aid 

of the equations calculated above, it must be examined in the operational range of the 
engine (4000 – 12000 rpm) how the loads depend on the change in the engine speeds. 
At lower engine speeds, the force from gas pressure, while at higher engine speeds, the 
forces of inertia will be significant. The forces of inertia increase quadratic with the 
increase of the engine speed. Fig. 7. illustrates the variation of the loads acting on the 
crankpin at both ends of the operating range. 

 
Figure 7. The loads acting on the crankpin in the function of crank-angle at both ends 

of the operational range 

The FEM analysis should be performed at the engine speed, at which the load acting on 
the crankpin has the maximum value. Fig. 8. shows that the maximum occurs at 6500 
rpm engine speed. 

 
Figure 8. The maximum values of the resultant forces acting on the crankpin in the 

function of engine speed 
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2.3. The forces of inertia resulting from the speed irregularity of the crankshaft 

This section discusses the instantaneous angular acceleration, which is necessary for 
the calculation of the body forces resulting from the rotation of the crankshaft, as well 
as for calculating the torque originating from the flywheel. 

The tangential force acting on the crankpin is continuously changing in the function 
of the crank angle, as it can be seen in Fig. 4. Since the torque of the engine is provided 
by this force, the torque of the engine will also be irregular, so it will depend on the 
crank angle. 

The inertia of the crankshaft is increased by the flywheel mounted at the end of the 
crankshaft, which also serves as an energy storing unit. When the instantaneous torque 
is higher than the medium torque, the crankshaft accelerates, while the flywheel picks 
up energy. When the instantaneous torque is lower than the medium torque, the 
crankshaft slows down, while the flywheel delivers energy back to the crankshaft. In the 
majority of engines, the flywheel – which also includes the clutch – is mounted on one 
side of the crankshaft. In case of the analyzed single-cylinder engine, the clutch and the 
flywheel are mounted as two separate parts at both ends of the crankshaft. 

In order to be able to determine the speed irregularity, as a first step the medium 
torque must be calculated. This is a torque value supposed to be constant, which 
performs the same amount of work as the varying (actual) torque. For this, the torque 
curve must be integrated for a whole engine cycle and the height of a rectangle of the 
same width provides the medium value on the basis of the equality of the surfaces. 

Fig. 9. illustrates the instantaneous torque and the medium torque at crankshaft speed 
of 6500 rpm. The work below the medium torque – marked by red stripes – is negative 
and this decreases the angular velocity, while the work above the medium torque – 
marked by green stripes – is positive thus increasing the angular velocity. 

 
Figure 9. Instantaneous and medium torque acting on the crankshaft at crankshaft 

speed of 6500 rpm 

The instantaneous angular velocity can be obtained from the instantaneous total 
energy of the system (crankshaft, clutch and flywheel). At first the total energy of the 
system at t = 0 must be determined and then the negative and positive work marked 
with red and green stripes in Fig. 9. must be added to this average value. So, the total 
energy of the system at a given time and crank-angle is: 
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    0
0

n

n KE E M M d


       , (16) 

where E is the energy, resulting from the rotation of the crankshaft, clutch and flywheel 
and KM  is the medium torque. Knowing the instantaneous total energy of the system, 
the instantaneous angular velocity of the crankshaft can easily be determined: 

 1
2 ( )( )

f t l

E

J J J

  
 

. (17) 

where , ,f t lJ J J  are the moments of inertia with respect to rotation-axis of the 
crankshaft, the clutch and the flywheel. 

 
Figure 10. Variation of crankshaft speed at initial crankshaft speed of 6500 rpm 

The flywheel – with its high inertia – tends to decrease the irregularity during the 
work of the engine. This balancing effect causes high torque on the crankshaft. The 
torque, resulting from the inertia of the flywheel can be calculated by multiplying the 
inertia of the flywheel with the instantaneous angular acceleration, which is the 
derivative of the instantaneous angular velocity with respect to time: 

 1
t l 1 l

d
M J J

dt


   

  . (18) 

 
Figure 11. Variation of torque caused by the flywheel at crankshaft speed of 6500 rpm 

2.4. Constant loads 

In the crankshaft the crankpin is mounted by interference fit and the tungsten rods 
applied as counterweights are also fit by interference. At these fits / joints – due to the 
applied interferences – constant loads occur. The interferences were available as 
constructional parameters. Due to the lack of thermal analysis of the engine, 100 ◦C 
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constant, homogenous temperature distribution was supposed as thermal loading on the 
whole volume of the crankshaft. 

3. FEM analysis of the crankshaft 
In order to be able to reduce the weight of the crankshaft and to make the stress 

distribution on it more homogenous, a series of static FEM analysis [7], [8], [9] were 
conducted on the crankshaft. 

3.1. Creating the mechanical and FEM model 

The FEM-mesh was created by ANSYS Workbench software [4]. The crankshaft was 
meshed in quadratic tetrahedron elements. The generally applied element size was 3 
mm, while in areas considered to be critical (like the main journal fillet or surfaces 
connected by interference fit), element sizes of 1 and 2 mm were applied. The total 
number of elements is 188 152 which contain 306 788 nodes. In the previous chapter it 
has been stated that the crankshaft receives the highest loading at 6500 rpm engine 
speed, therefore the finite element analysis was carried out at this nominal engine speed. 
Fig. 12. shows the meshed crankshaft, while the areas of boundary conditions and 
applied loads are illustrated in Fig. 13. 

 
Figure 12. FEM model of the crankshaft 

 

Figure 13. The areas of boundary conditions and applied loads 
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3.2. Evaluation of the finite element analysis 

In the course of the finite element analysis, the stress distribution of each special load 
was examined at first separately thereby the weight of each load could be determined. 
Then the stress distribution of the total load was also calculated, on the basis of which 
the possible weight reduction may be performed. 

3.2.1. Stress distributions from constant loads 

 
(a) Interference of 0,1 mm (b) Interference of 0,08 mm 

Figure 14. Von Mises stress distribution and the radial stress distribution on the surface 
of the bore of the crank-throw 

Fig. 14. illustrates the von Mises stress distribution and the radial stress distribution 
(negative contact pressure distribution) occurring on the surface of the bore of the webs 
occurring as a result of interference of 0,1 and 0,08 mm, i.e. at both ends of the 
tolerance range. From this figure, it can be stated that – in both cases – very high von 
Mises stresses occur furthermore the maximum values of the contact pressure ensuring 
the joint are also rather high presumably the application of smaller interference would 
be sufficient. As a result of the 0,01 mm interference of the hard metal rod which serves 
as counterweight, on the counterweight part, about 300 MPa maximum von Mises 
stresses occurred. 

During the analysis of the thermal load, the above mentioned kinematic boundary 
conditions were not applied, since – as a result of the thermal effects – the parts 
ensuring the kinematic boundary conditions would also expand and this could not have 
been taken into account by the modeling. As a result of the thermal load, not too high 
stresses occurred. The equivalent von Mises stresses of about 300 MPa occurring at 
interference fit of the counterweights decreased by half due to the different coefficients 
of thermal expansion of tungsten and steel (Fig. 15.). 

 
Figure 15. Maximum von Mises stresses occurring as a result of interference fits and 

the thermal load 
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3.2.2. Stress distributions from varying loads in function of crank angle 

Fig. 16. illustrates the maximum von Mises stresses caused by the varying loads in 
function of crank angle. 

 
Figure 16. Variation of maximum von Mises stresses caused by the individual loads in 

function of crank angle 

Fig. 17. shows the stress distribution of each load at the crank angle, where the 
maximum von Mises stress occur. On the basis of the results, the following conclusions 
could be drawn: 
 The maximum equivalent von Mises stress acting on the crankpin occurs at o371  

crank angle, this means around the ignition its magnitude is about 300 MPa. The 
maximum von Mises stresses occur between the fillet of the web and at the main 
journal (Fig. 17.a). 

 The maximum von Mises stress caused by the forces of inertia varies according to 
the angular velocity. The stresses occurring here are much lower compared to 
stresses caused by former two loads (max. 70 MPa). The highest stresses are 
occurring between the main journal and the counterweight (Fig. 17.b). 

 The maximum von Mises stress occurring as a result of the torque caused by the 
flywheel varies according to the variation of the torque. The highest stresses 
occur on the surface of the half shafts (Fig. 17.c). 

 
Figure 17. The maximum von Mises stresses occurring from 

 a) loads on the crankpin   b) rotation of the crankshaft   c) torque by the flywheel 
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3.2.3. Checking the effect of the element’s size 

In order to check the accuracy of the applied finite element-mesh discussed in chapter 
3.1, the above described analysis was carried out with two different element size-
variations as well, including a denser / finer mesh - the size (number of elements) of 
which was double of the original mesh - as well as a coarser mesh, the size of which 
was half of the original mesh. 

Fig. 18.a illustrates the maximum Von Mises stresses in case of different loads and 
different element sizes. Fig. 18.b illustrates the minimum radial stresses (maximum 
contact pressure) on the surface of the web’s hole in case of 0,1 mm interference. As it 
can be seen from the figures, in general, the difference between the original and the 
finer mesh is smaller than the difference between the original and the coarser mesh, so 
the values converge by fining the mesh. In case of interference fit, practically there is no 
difference between the results provided by the original and by the finer mesh. There is 
no essential difference between the results of the original and those of the finer mesh in 
other cases, either. Considering this small difference and the significantly higher 
computation resources demanded by a finer mesh, the further analysis was performed 
with the original mesh. 

 
Figure 18. The maximum von Mises and radial stresses in case of different loads and 

different mesh density 
 

3.2.4. Stress distributions from total load 

Fig. 19. demonstrates the stress distributions caused by critical total load. 

At the critical total load, the following statements can be made: 
 The highest von Mises stresses occurred from the interference fit between the 

web and the crankpin. This interference loading causes the dominant influence on 
the stress distribution. 
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(a) Interference of 0,1 mm (b) Interference of 0,08 mm 

Figure 19. Equivalent von Mises stress distributions caused by critical total load 

 The maximum stress values do not depend on the angle position, so the variation 
of the stress caused by total load will be approximately constant in function of 
crank angle. 

 The fact that stresses caused by interference are dominating, can be regarded as a 
constructional failure. Therefore – prior to the weight reduction – this 
constructional failure should be fixed. 

3.2.5. Correction of the constructional failure 

On the basis of the aforementioned, stress caused by interference is too high 
furthermore the contact pressure ensuring the contact is also more than necessary. 
Therefore this constructional failure had to be eliminated first. In order to be able to 
determine the minimum necessary contact pressure, it has to be examined how the 
minimum value of the contact pressure varies on the surface of the bore of the web 
while applying the total load during a whole engine cycle. 

 
Figure 20. Variation of the minimum radial stress (maximum contact pressure) in 

function of crank angle in case of different interferences 

In case of interference of 0,02 mm, the minimum value of the contact pressure around 
ignition reaches zero value, so there will be disconnection between the crankpin and the 
bore, it is to be feared that the crankpin will become loose, therefore at least 0,03 mm 
interference is necessary in order to be able to properly ensure the interference fit 
(Fig. 20.). As there is no torsional or axial load between the crankpin and the bore of the 
web, sliding won’t occur between connecting components, so we didn’t take it into 
consideration. 
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3.3. The modified geometry 

On the basis of the results of the finite element analysis, it can be stated that the stress 
distribution of the crankshaft is not too homogenous. There are areas in which only very 
small stresses occur, so it is reasonable to remove material from there, while in other 
areas too high stresses occur, so they must be reduced by proper constructional 
modifications. The modifications that were carried out can be summarized as follows: 
 Increase of the inner bore’s diameter of the shafts and pins: higher stresses typically 

occur on the outer surface of the shafts / pins, while only minimum stresses occur 
inside them, therefore it is reasonable to remove material from there. In case of the 
inner bores, the following modifications were carried out: 
o The diameter of the oil bore was increased from 3 mm to 10 mm 
o The diameter of the bore on the clutch side was increased from 8 mm to 16 

mm, while its depth was increased from 20 mm to 64,5 mm 
o The inner bore of the crankpin was increased from 15 mm to 20 mm 

 The following modifications were carried out in the geometry of the webs: 
o Removal of the “ears” of the webs. Since only small stresses occurred here, 

they have been removed in order to reduce the weight. 
o Removal of the “shoulder part” of the webs, as a result of which weight 

reduction was achieved on the one hand, while on the other hand, the stress 
distribution resulting from the interference fit between the web and the 
crankpin could be made more homogenous. 

o Reduction of the width and thickness of the web in order to be able to reduce 
the weight. 

o The rounding / fillet between the main journal and the web was increased 
from 1,5 mm to 2 mm, by which – as a result of the load acting on the 
crankpin – the highest stress occurring at the fillet area could be reduced and 
therefore the stress distribution could be made more homogenous. 

 Modification of the counterweight part. Due to the modifications carried out in the 
previous two steps, the balance of the crankshaft has changed. Due to the increase 
of the inner bore of the crankpin, as well as due to the removal of material from the 
upper part of the web, the center of gravity of the crankshaft was shifted into the 
direction of the counterweights. In order to be able to restore the balance of the 
crankshaft, the mass of the counterweight had to be reduced. This could be 
achieved by two kinds of modification: 
o The width and thickness of the counterweight part were reduced. 
o Instead of four small and one large tungsten rods serving as counterweights, 

five small tungsten rods were installed. 

The comparison of the original and modified crankshafts can be seen in Fig. 21. 

The extent of the minimum necessary interference was examined by applying the 
method indicated in chapter 3.2.5. also for case of the modified geometry. In the course 
of this, it was found that in case of the modified geometry minimum 0,04 mm 
interference is necessary. Fig. 22. demonstrates the von Mises stress distributions 
caused by critical total load in the modified construction. 
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Figure 21. Constructional modifications carried out on the crankshaft 

 

Figure 22: Von Mises stress distribution of the modified crankshaft caused by critical 
total load 

Summary 

For the analysis, the critical loads acting on the crankshaft were analytically 
determined. In the course of this, we have stated that the highest load occurs on the 
crankshaft at a speed of 6500 rpm, therefore the series of static FEM analysis were 
performed at this engine speed. The results of the FEM analysis have shown that the 
crankshaft has a constructional failure, because the equivalent von Mises stress caused 
by the interference between the crankpin and the web was significantly higher than the 
stresses caused by the combustion. As a first step, this failure was eliminated by 
decreasing the extent of the interference. From the FEM analysis it can also be 
concluded, that there are several areas on the crankshaft, at which very small stresses 
occur, so material was removed from these areas. As a result of the constructional 
modifications, the stress distribution became more homogenous furthermore the weight 
of the crankshaft could be reduced by 19 %. 
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Abstract: Measurements for spatial hearing research, binaural recordings, virtual 
reality techniques etc. often rely on Head-Related Transfer Functions of 
human subjects and head-tracking techniques. Individually measured 
HRTFs and recordings on human heads may result in more accurate 
localization and sound field rendering. On the other hand, the measurement 
and recording procedure raise new problems such as decreased signal-to-
noise ratio or subject comfort. For measurements with human subjects lots 
of methods are used from free heads to different head fixation methods. In 
this paper, we report an experiment that was 
conducted using commercially available sensors with the goal of 
characterizing the range of subject head movements in various postures 
under various circumstances. The study analyses the range of unwanted 
head movements during measurements using two sensors, 3-min sessions 
and four body positions based on the circular angle variance, errors in yaw-
pitch-roll directions and magnitude of standard deviation. Results of 16 
participants show errors about 2 degrees and magnitudes of standard 
deviation of 2-8 cm depending on the situation as well as a preference for 
sitting instead of standing posture.  

Keywords: head movement, binaural recording, HRTF, visual tracking 

1. Introduction 
Measurements with human individuals that require stability of the subject are part of 

several research areas. These include medical applications, engineering and information 
technology approaches. The common problem is that subjects have to be instructed to 
be motionless, because even unwanted small movements of the body can distort data 
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capture. Therefore, different fixing methods are usually applied from simple head-rests 
to full-body fixations. Fixing installations, however, can interact with the measurement 
equipment (reflections, electromagnetic effects etc.), and fixation itself can increase 
discomfort of the subjects.  

1.1. Measurements in spatial hearing research with human subjects 

From the sound engineering point of view individual measurements with human 
subjects are dealing with this problem. Virtual audio simulators, auditory displays use 
the human Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) for rendering soundscapes with 
proper directional information [1, 2, 3, 4]. Sound sources are filtered with the left and 
right ears’ HRTFs respectively. Localization performance is usually decreased in a 
virtual audio environment due to headphone induced errors (in-the-head localization, 
front-back reversals etc.) and due to lack of head motion [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Furthermore, 
individually measured HRTFs generally increase localization and overall performance 
in a virtual audio environment [10-13]. In free-field environments even small head 
movements of about 1-2 degrees can lead to interaural differences and thus, resolving 
in-the-localization problems. This can be beneficial in a simulated virtual environment 
as well [14].   

Measurements of individual HRTFs require two-channel recordings within or at the 
entrance of the blocked earcanals [13]. Subjects are usually seated on a chair in the 
anechoic chamber with or without head fixation. Multichannel loudspeaker arrays from 
different spatial directions deliver broadband excitation signals, such as white noise, 
MLS signals or impulses. In general, the overall signal-to-noise ratio, accuracy, 
repeatability and spatial resolution are low due to the relatively short measurement time 
[12]. In contrast to dummy-head measurement techniques, this procedure is quite 
uncomfortable for the subjects. 

1.2. Overview of Literature Survey on Head and Body Motion Effects during 
Measurements 

There is only a few measurement data about the extent of unwanted head and body 
movement of subjects instructed to be stationary. Lot of these data can be found in the 
literature of medical sciences.  

In case of Functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI) head motion is a confounding factor. 
Children move more than adults, older adults more than younger adults, and patients 
more than controls. Head motion varies considerably among individuals within the same 
population [15]. Mean head displacement, maximum head displacement, the number of 
micro movements (> 0.1 mm), and head rotation were estimated in 1000 healthy, young 
adult subjects. Head motion had significant, systematic effects on several network 
measures and was associated with both decreased and increased metrics. 

In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) head motion can corrupt the signal 
changes induced by brain activation. For reducing motion-induced effects a full three-
dimensional rigid body estimation of head movement was obtained by image-based 
motion detection to a high level of accuracy [16]. A high level of consistency (rotation 
< 0.05°) was demonstrated for detected motion parameters.  
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Another experiment included 40 subjects [17]. Volunteers were examined lying still 
and performing two separate head movements to assess detection and compensation of 
in-plane motion during MRI. Head rotation and translation was detected in all subjects. 
Values less than 1 degree were measured in lying position. 

Methods can be developed to correct for motion artifacts in head images obtained by 
positron emission tomography (PET). The methods are based on six-dimensional 
motion data of the head that have to be acquired simultaneously during scanning 
[18, 19]. The data are supposed to represent the rotational and translational deviations of 
the head as a function of time, with respect to the initial head position. Motion data were 
acquired with a volunteer in supine position, immobilized by a thermoplastic head 
holder, to demonstrate the effects of the compensation methods. PET images can be 
justified and upgraded with post processing algorithms where serious head motion was 
present. 

Similarly to MRI experiments, engineering approaches often include pattern analysis, 
video capture or accelerometers [20, 21, 22, 23]. A method for tracking of rigid head 
motion from video using a 3D ellipsoidal model of the head was proposed that is robust 
to large angular and translational motions of the head [20]. The method has been 
successfully applied to heads with a variety of shapes, hair styles, and also has the 
advantage of accurately capturing the 3D motion parameters of the head. This accuracy 
is shown through comparison with a rendered 3D animation of a model head. Due to its 
consideration of the entire 3D aspect of the head, the tracking is very stable over a large 
number of frames. This robustness extends even to sequences with very low frame rates 
and noisy camera images. 

In our case, the focus is on acoustic measurements and virtual audio display 
technologies where human subjects are essential part of the procedure, most likely at the 
stage of individual HRTF acquisition.  

In Blauert’s early study subjects had to localize a 300 ms sinusoidal signal. The 
localization blur was not influenced by the fact whether the head was fixed or not. The 
experiments concluded that if the head should be kept stable without fixings, probability 
of head movements greater than 1 is less than 5%. It was suggested that for signals 
shorter than 1 s head fixation is not required [24]. Table 1 shows head movements of ten 
subjects without head fixation (probability and value). 

 

Table 1. Extent and probability of unwanted head movements of ten subjects without 

head fixing after Blauert [24]. Mean value of the movements was only 0,22 degrees. 

0 - 0,2º 0,2 – 0,4º 0,4 – 0,6º 0,6 – 0,8º 

53% 34% 9% 4% 

 

The impact of head tracking on localization is well known in the literature 
[1, 2, 10, 11]. A study of sound localization performance was conducted using 
headphone-delivered virtual speech stimuli, rendered via HRTF-based auralization, and 
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blocked ear-canal HRTF measurements [11]. The independent variables were chosen to 
evaluate commonly held assumptions in the literature regarding improved localization: 
inclusion of head tracking, individualized HRTFs, and early and diffuse reflections. 
Significant effects were found for azimuth and elevation error, reversal rates, and 
externalization. 

One of the fundamental limitations on the fidelity of interactive virtual audio display 
systems is the delay that occurs between the time a listener changes his or her head 
position and the time the display changes its audio output to reflect the corresponding 
change in the relative location of the sound source. In an experiment, the impact of 
difference head-tracker latency values were examined on the localization of broadband 
sound sources in the horizontal plane [25]. Results suggested that head-tracker latency 
values of less than 70 ms are adequate to obtain acceptable levels of localization 
accuracy in virtual audio displays. 

Although, there exist measurement data about the effect of head motion in virtual 
audio simulation and localization tasks, there is no data about the extent of unwanted 
head motions in case of a measurements where subjects have to be stable. 

Our goal with this study was to determine the extent of head movements and 
instability during different environmental conditions (fixation methods) using different 
state-of-the-art tracking sensors. Results should support both selection of the 
appropriate tracking sensor for a given application as well as to determine accuracy 
range for measurement setups with human subjects mostly for audio engineering 
applications and spatial hearing research. 

2. Measurement setups 
The measurement setup included two different, state-of-the-art motion tracker 

devices: 

 Intersense ICube3, a sensor offering a low-profile, rugged aluminum enclosure, 
sourceless 3-DOF tracking with full 360° range, accuracy of 1° yaw, 0.25° 
pitch and roll with 180 Hz update rate and 4 ms of latency [26], 

 Kinect for Windows and Microsoft Kinect API [27]. The Kinect face tracking 
API does not define accuracy, but appears to be heavily filtered. 

Software was developed that can simultaneously collect data from the Isense ICube3 
as well as from the Kinect for Windows (including the Kinect face tracker library). The 
ICube logging has been modified to also grab the associated raw accelerometer data. 
This can be thought of as a second sensor and is essentially the same as one might see 
from the accelerometer in a phone or other device with accelerometer. The Kinect log 
has both position of the head/face and orientation of the face. 
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Figure 1. The Intersense and the Kinect sensors. 

Participants wear the Icube3 on headphones (just for mounting, no audio) on their 
head and were also tracked by the Kinect. Informal testing indicated no negative effects 
of the headphones on the user’s head as tracked by the Kinect. The following four 
conditions were defined:  

 sitting unsupported (SiU),  

 sitting supported (SiS),  

 standing unsupported (StU), and  

 standing supported (StS).  

When sitting supported, the user has backrest and head against the wall. The user also 
was asked to place their hands on the armrests. When standing supported, the user leans 
upright against the wall. We assumed this is a good proxy for a more elaborate setup 
such as adjustable headrest mounted to a chair or "standing stool". 

However, in a real HRTF measurement a wall is not suited due to reflections. Also, 
we were concerned that the Kinect might not work with the participant so close to the 
wall, but we found that the Kinect was still able to identify the person. 

We found five minutes for each condition to be rather boring and quickly 
uncomfortable for participants. Therefore, we reduced the trial duration to three 
minutes. Nevertheless, HRTF measurements even with impulse excitation can last 
longer [31]. 

Participants underwent four measurement conditions, mentioned previously, in 
randomized order and one minute breaks between conditions to relax. 

 

 
Figure 2. Left photo shows the Kinect mounted on a stand aimed at the chair used for 

seated positions. The right photo shows headphones with the IntertiaCube3 mounted on 

top. 

3. Results 
A total of 22 participants completed the experiment. One participant restarted the 

session due to a software error. Another participant’s data was discarded because one of 
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the conditions failed to get an estimate of face position using the Kinect and wasn’t 
noticed in time to fix the problem. Five additional participants’ data was excluded due 
to substantial failure of the Intersense tracking in the form of large azimuth drift. 
Azimuth estimates of the ICube must be corrected to the magnetometer measurements 
of the Earth’s magnetic field and is susceptible to interference. We believe there was 
some intermittent interference or perhaps some occasional initialization failure in the 
sensor. 

The demographic evaluation included height, gender, age and information about any 
kind of health issues, balancing problems etc. Of the 16 participants not excluded, 10 
were male and 6 female. Reported heights ranged from 1.52 to 1.90 meters, with an 
average of 1.72 meters and a median of 1.74 meters. No health/balance issues were 
reported. 

Before any statistics were calculated, measures were linearly interpolated to match 
each sensor’s target measurement rate. This was done because measurement recording 
was sometimes delayed slightly due to various reasons including OS interruption, 
garbage collection, etc. While measurements were very close to uniformly spaced, they 
were not quite perfect. In the case of the Kinect, an occasional brief loss of a tracking 
lock was a source of measurement dropout, which could be much longer than the cases 
above. Kinect face tracking had 4 dropouts over 2 seconds long over all conditions and 
participants (durations of 14.5, 8.3, 8.0, and 2.2 seconds). Kinect head tracking had one 
dropout over 2 seconds long overall all conditions and participants of 7.9 seconds. The 
IntertiaCube3 had no dropouts over 2 seconds.   The IntertiaCube3 has a sample rate of 
180 Hz and the Kinect has a sample rate of 30 Hz. 

For analysis, a simple means of determining how still the participants were for each 
posture was necessary. For linear measures (position, and acceleration), variance of 
position was calculated. For angle measures, circular variance was calculated. Circular 
variance is commonly used for polar coordinates and it can be adapted to 3DOF. 
Circular variance is defined as 1 minus the magnitude of the mean of the direction 
vector of an angle. To adapt for 3DOF we calculate the average of the circular variances 
of the three angles. The closer to 1.0, the tighter the grouping of pose measurements is. 
This seemed to be the best way to compare the angle measurements. The mean is not 
directly relevant for linear or angle measures as it is likely very different for each 
participant due to variations in body shape, sensor mounting, etc. The variance shows 
the measurements around that mean that indicate movement. For accelerometer values 
as well as position, the magnitude of the standard deviation of the measurement vector 
was used rather than presenting the full vector. The acceleration measurement reflects 
the effects of gravity. However, this influence is removed automatically in calculating 
the standard deviation. 

Results of magnitude of standard deviation of Intersense acceleration (m/s2) were 
0.08351 (SiU); 0.06912 (SiS); 0.10440 (StU); and 0.09051 (StS) also indicating less 
movement in case of sitting and supported situations, furthermore, SD values less than 
0.1 m/s2 are relatively low.  
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Table 2. Result of the Intersense. Circular Angle Variance (ICAV, left); Kinect Circular 

Angle Variance (KCAV, right) 

 ICAV KCAV 
StU 0,0013 0,0031 
StS 0,0010 0,0030 
SiU 0,0004 0,0019 
SiS 0,0001 0,0033 

 

Table 3. Result of magnitude of standard deviance of position in meters for Kinect Head 

(left); and magnitude of standard deviance of position in meters for Kinect Face (right). 

The Kinect logs position of the head/face and orientation of the face used for automated 

reference. 

 M.Stdv. Head M.Stdv. Face 

StU 0,0837 0,0440 
StS 0,0208 0,0131 
SiU 0,0411 0,0286 
SiS 0,0189 0,0177 

4. Discussion 
One challenge in this sort of study assessing the suitability of a sensor is that ideally 

one will want to compare the sensor’s measurements to a ground truth. This would 
likely consist of an additional measurement technique superior to the sensor(s) being 
evaluated. This superior measurement would serve as the ground truth and allow 
measuring the error of the test sensors. In the case of this study we did not have that 
ability. The Intersense does have published sensor measurement specifications and we 
can see that our measurement data fits within those tolerances. We can however 
compare the Intersense and Kinect to see if they appear to record similar movement 
across conditions, as well as also considering the practical issues of using the each 
sensor (e.g. setup, likelihood of tracking loss, etc.). 

Results can be evaluated in comparison of the two systems as well as to compare the 
four conditions. Within the four conditions, there appears to be a general trend that 
shows that the supported postures allow the participants to be more still than the 
unsupported postures of the same type of posture. Furthermore, sitting appears to offer 
more support than standing. Though this has not been formally statistically tested. 

Additionally the Intersense tracker seems to be more accurate than the Kinect, 
whether using angle estimates or raw accelerometer measures.  

The Kinect Face Tracking appears to be the least accurate and does not agree with the 
other measures about stillness of participants across the different postures and support. 
We believe that this is probably due to the Kinect Face Tracking briefly losing a lock on 
the participants face and then reacquiring it with slightly different coordinates. This may 
be happening more often that our analysis of tracking dropout discussed previously, but 
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with very short durations such that the event doesn’t trigger a tracking lost event in the 
Kinect API. We would otherwise expect the face tracking to at least be more accurate 
that Kinect head tracking. Also, the Kinect was experienced to be very sensitive to setup 
whereas the Intersense could be placed on the participant’s head without much issue. 

The subjective impression about the usability of the two systems let us conclude that 
the Intersense is much better in capturing posture information. The Kinect has serious 
problems with a chin rest in view as well (though a chin rest was not used in this study). 
Due to the nature of the face tracking algorithm, sometimes the lock is lost. We did 
notice that with visual tracking and debugging tools the Kinect face tracking is perhaps 
more stable than the Intersense when it has a good tracking lock but this appears to 
largely be related to very heavy filtering that does not pick up small movements. In fact, 
it appears that a tracked individual can move their face a bit before the Kinect face 
tracking updates the pose estimate. 

Further products to be mentioned for the same tracking purpose could be the 
SmartTrack from Advanced Realtime Tracking (ART) [28]. This tracker is suited for 
tracking within around 2 meters from the camera with 6DOF and sub-millimeter 
accuracy, but is substantially more expensive. Another straightforward solution could be 
the Intersense IS900 6DOF tracker [29]. The author also has experience with FaceAPI 
from Seeing Machines [30] and believes it to be very similar to the performance of the 
Kinect for Windows with the Microsoft Kinect FaceTracking API. 

Hirahara et al. measured spectral deviations of individual HRTFs of three subjects 
during a 95-minute measurement session [31]. Using the Fastrak sensor they observed 
excessive head movements in the pitch and yaw directions (up to 10°) but only small 
movements in the roll (less than 1°). No head fixation was applied, however, subjects 
were asked to gaze at a fixed point marked on the wall.  

 

 
Figure 3.  The yaw-pitch-roll coordinate system. Yaw corresponds to azimuth, pitch 

corresponds to elevation. Intersense and Kinect use a different coordinate system. 

 

Yairi on the other hand reported large head movements in the roll and pitch 
directions, but small movements in the yaw direction [32]. Both studies reported large 
head movements after 5 minutes and suggested using head support during HRTF 
measurements. Table IV and Table V shows the results in signed degree values in the 
yaw-pitch-roll system (see Fig. 3.) for Intersense and Kinect Face.  
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Table 4. Result of the Intersense (mean, stdv) in signed degrees.  

  mean   std.dev.  
 yaw pitch roll yaw pitch roll 

StU 2,00 2,02 -0,75 2,23 1,85 0,99 
StS -0,76 2,20 -0,83 1,65 1,59 0,94 
SiU 1,32 0,96 -1,18 1,18 1,13 0,70 
SiS 0,70 0,23 -0,02 0,80 0,43 0,25 

 

Table 5. Result of Kinect Face Tracking (mean, stdv) in signed degrees. 

  mean   std.dev.  
 yaw pitch roll yaw pitch roll 

StU -1,15 -0,45 0,53 2,42 2,16 1,82 
StS -0,96 0,01 0,11 2,25 3,20 2,06 
SiU 1,60 0,53 0,38 2,77 3,72 1,92 
SiS 2,72 2,70 1,08 2,37 3,28 2,22 

 
Our measurement also shows small errors in 3-minute sessions supporting the 

Japanese results however, standard deviation values are large. Mean measurement 
differences are defined from the first observed pose in the recorded session. A 
participant could have a mean measurement near zero and still have a large variance that 
indicates a lot of movement resulting in large STDV values.  

If unsupported, greatest deviations in yaw directions were measured. If supported, 
differences in pitch can increase. Supported conditions reduce errors in the yaw 
directions, and partly in pitch and roll as well while seated. Based on the results of 
Intersense, supported sitting conditions can produce less than 1 degree error in all 
directions. This position is suggested for measurements however, actual HRTF 
measurements can be influenced by reflections coming from the legs while sitting. On 
the other hand, a standing position is uncomfortable and a reflecting wall behind the 
subject can also influence acoustic tests. 

Tables IV and V also indicates large differences (accuracy) between sensors: the 
Kinect produces larger errors than the Intersense which is definitely the better sensor for 
this kind of measurements. 

In HRTF measurements, 3-5 minute sessions are regarded to be very short. Even 
using impulse-like excitation, high spatial resolution requires longer recording times 
from 10-15 minutes up to 60-90 minutes. Our results indicate measurement inaccuracy 
already after some minutes and thus, breaking down longer measurement periods into 
shorter sessions is highly recommended if the head is not fixed and/or a rotating chair is 
used. These parameters introduce more problems to measurement accuracy and an 
exhaustive study incorporating all these parameters and long measurement sessions is 
suggested and put for further research. 
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5. Conclusion 
16 subjects participated in a measurement to test different body positions (standing 

and sitting), different fixation methods (supported and unsupported) and to compare the 
Intersense and Kinect sensors for data capture. The goal was to determine the extent and 
variance of body movements if subjects are instructed to be still during individual 
measurements and recordings. Disagreement with Intersense versus Kinect on which 
postures allow the participant to be most still was measured. Intersense implies that the 
order of stillness is: SiS followed by StS or SiU and StU. Kinect head tracking has 
overlap between sitting and standing. Mean standard deviations of about 1.3-8.4 cm 
were measured for orientation and head position around the starting position 
corresponding to about 0-2.20 degrees in all directions. Furthermore, circular angle 
variance showed very little change between conditions and it was likely that the small 
unintended movements of the participants were beyond the capabilities of the Kinect to 
detect. Measurement sessions shorter than 3-5 minutes in a supported sitting situation 
can result in errors less than 1 degree and less than 2 degrees even in unsupported 
situations. 
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Abstract: Nowadays there are several software products to simulate the heat transfer 
at thermal bridges.  These sophisticated tools are mostly based on Finite 
Difference or Finite Element Methods. However, there is a demand from 
energy modelers to estimate the linear thermal transmittance and the lowest 
internal surface temperature from existing data, instead of employing time-
consuming simulations for each case.  This paper investigates wall corners 
with and without thermal insulation by using Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN), as a Soft Computing technique. It gives simple formulas that 
estimate the thermal bridge at wall corners with an acceptable level of 
accuracy. 

Keywords: thermal bridge, linear thermal transmittance, artificial neural network, 

radial basis function 

1. Introduction 

Thermal bridges have a significant effect on energy performance and comfort of 
buildings, therefore their investigation during the design phase is inevitable. In case of 
high performance buildings thermal bridges’ relative contribution to transmission heat 
loss is even greater [17]. Moreover, moisture condensation at thermal bridges is one of 
the mean reasons for physical degradation of building constructions [18]. 

The variables describing this phenomenon are the linear thermal transmittance () 
[W/mK], measuring heat loss, and the lowest internal surface temperature (), indicating 
possible moisture condensation. To calculate these values, different building energy 
software products are available, e.g. Therm 7, Heat 3, heat transfer module of Comsol 
Multiphysics etc. [1, 14, 15]. These mostly apply numerical methods (Finite Difference 
Method (FDM) or Finite Elements Method (FEM)) to approximate the heat transfer 
through the building envelope. However, in practice, simpler and less expensive 
estimations are needed. There are spreadsheets available for many previously investigated 
cases [5], but the numerous possible building materials and design options demand a new 
approach. 
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A thermal bridge can be described by a multivariable function, where independent 
variables are the physical and geometrical properties of building elements, such as 
thickness and thermal conductivity; and dependent variables are the linear thermal 
transmittance () and the lowest (dimensionless) temperature of the internal surface () 
[4, 6]. 

Numerical simulations are carried out for many cases [5], and similar cases can be 
interpolated from these results. However; in this paper, instead of interpolating from 
existing data, functions describing the phenomenon are approximated. The most common 
applicable techniques to estimate an unknown function are polynomial and rational 
function approximations, both having advantages and disadvantages. Polynomial models 
have a simple form, and with sufficiently high degree of its term, it approximates the 
target function accurately. However, it has poor generalization capability (overlearning, 
Runge phenomena) [19]. Rational function approximation has better generalization 
properties, however it is less known by engineers. 

Recently, Soft Computing techniques have also been used for modelling input-output 
relations. This field of computer science, which emerged in the early 1990s, includes 
several sub-fields such as Probabilistic Models, Fuzzy Systems, Evolutionary Algorithms 
and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). According to the universal approximation 
theorem, a multilayer feed-forward neural network is deemed a universal approximator 
[3, 12, 20], since it has the ability to approximate any continuous function with arbitrary 
precision. In this paper a neural network model is developed by using the Neural Network 
application of Wolfram Mathematica [16]. 

2. Methodolgy 

In this research Radial Basis Function (RBF) Network is applied to approximate the 
unknown function [2], since it is the most promising neural network model for data 

approximation [11]. Fig. 1. shows an RBF Network with inputs , … , 	and output 
^
. 

 

Figure 1. RBF network with one output 

The arrows in the figure represent the information-flow in the network. It consists of 
one hidden layer, where the basis functions are usually Gaussian bell shaped curves (1) 
with two parameters (i, i): 

     (1) 
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The output is formally expressed in equation (2): ^ ,  . . .  (2) 

where n is the number of neurons, each neuron contains an  RBF type activation function. 
The parameters (wi, i, i) are tuned so that the training data fit the network output in 
least square sense [10]. The RBF network usually contains a linear part as well, its 
parameters are 1,...,k. The output is formed by the weighted sum of the neuron outputs, 
the bias (wn+1) and the optional linear part. An RBF network can be multi-output as well, 
as our research demonstrates it. 

3. Data Preparation 

In this paper two types of wall corners are investigated (see Fig. 2.). The first one is not 
insulated; the other one contains continuous, external thermal insulation. The thermal 
transfer was simulated previously with ANSYS 11 and HEAT3 Version 5.0. [5]. The data 
sets for neural networks are composed from these simulation results. 

The first data set consists of 106 vectors, each containing 4 elements: width of wall 
(Mwall = 20, 25, 28, 30, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 75 cm), thermal conductivity (wall = 0.05 – 
0.90 W/mK) as input; linear thermal transmittance ( = 0.015 – 0.307 W/mK), and the 
lowest internal surface temperature in case of 1°C air temperature difference ( = 0.460 
– 0.941) as output. 

 

Figure 2. Investigated wall corners (non-insulated and with continuous thermal 

insulation) 

A neural network requires a training set, which, in the first case, contains two-thirds of 
all the vectors. This training set fulfils certain requirements, i.e. every point being at the 
boundary is in the training set in order to avoid inaccuracy caused by extrapolation; and 
the training points are evenly distributed as well. In order to check the accuracy of the 
network, a validation set is also established containing the rest of the points (see Fig. 3.). 
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Figure 3. Training set (left) and the validation set (right) for the linear thermal 

transmittance () at non-insulated wall corners 

In the second case, when the wall corner is insulated, there are more possible 
combination of physical properties. Therefore, more simulation data (340) are used, each 
representing a possible combination of thickness and thermal conductivity of the wall as 
well as the thermal insulation. These data compose the input (Mwall = 20, 40, 60, 80 cm; 
wall = 0.1 – 3 W/mK, Mins = 0, 5, 10, 20, 40 cm, ins = 0.02 – 0.10 W/mK). The output 
has two components: the linear thermal transmittance ( = 0.025 – 4.360 W/mK), and 
the lowest internal surface temperature in case of 1°C air temperature difference ( = 
0.430 – 0.990). In this model there is no validation set, all the data are used for training 
in order to reach the most accurate result. (The ultimate goal is to utilize the analytical 
form of the result to create a simple calculator tool for engineers.) 

The input data are normalized into [0,1] interval in both cases in order to increase the 
sensitivity of the network; i.e. a larger gradient section of the activation function is used 
during teaching the neural network. 

4. Results 

In case of the non-insulated corner, 4 active neurons are used during the initialization 
of the network (see Fig. 4.). The training time is set to maximum 500 iterations, it stops 
at 66 iterations (see Fig. 5.). 

 

Figure 4. Neural network model – Non-insulated wall corner (n=4 active neurons) 
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Figure 5. Root-mean-square-error during learning () – Non-insulated wall corner 

After the learning process, the output i.e. the linear thermal transmittance () and the 
internal surface temperature () can be expressed in analytical form by equations (3) and 
(4): ∑    .  .
 .  .    (3) 

 

 ∑    .  .
 .  .    (4) 

where A, A, C, D, χ1, χ2, χ1, χ2 are constants; wi, wi, αi, ci, di parameters are 
tuned so that the training data fit the network output in least square sense. The root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) is less than 0.005 (see Fig. 5). The constant and variable parameters 
are summarized in Table 1. and Table 2. 

Table 1. Constant parameters in case of n=4 active neurons  

– Non-insulated wall corner 

A A C D χ1
 χ2

 χ1
 χ2

 

-3.31449 +7.39351 +1.81818 +1.17647 -3.97787 +0.554254 +7.37195 -1.52399 

 

Table 2.  Variable parameters in case of n=4 active neurons  

– Non-insulated wall corner 

Neuron wi
 wi

 αi ci di 

1. -2.99089 +0.632 -1.58735 +1.27706 -1.04001 

2. +253.188 -476.098 -0.335266 -1.61557 -1.03893 

3. -994.824 +1900.52 -0.30733 -1.65803 -0.961438 

4. +749.15 -1438 -0.296573 -1.67726 -0.930631 
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Plotting the graph of the functions, wall and wall surfaces perfectly fit the training 
points (see Fig 6.). As for the validation set, a slightly worse, but still remarkable 
coincidence can be seen (see Fig 7.). Notice, that the extrapolation capability of the model 
is weak, thus the applicable domain of new points should be within the convex hull of 
input points. 

 

Figure 6. RBF network models of  (left) and  (right), and the training points 

 

  

Figure 7. RBF network models of  (left) and  (right), and the validation points 

The maximum deviation of the thermal transmittance and the lowest internal surface 
temperature from simulated data are summarized in Table 3. Since the MSZ EN ISO 
14683:2008 standard [13] provides data for simple cases of thermal bridges with a 
precision of 0.01, the accuracy of results for the training set is acceptable; however, for 
the validation set the approximation would require higher accuracy. This can be reached 
by applying more active neurons or having more points in the training set. 
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Table 3. Maximum deviation from simulated data – Non-insulated wall corner 

DATA SET 
Linear thermal 

transmittance () [W/mK] 

Lowest internal surface 

temperature () [-] 

Training set 0.0056 (6.55%) 0.0082 (0.94%) 

Validation set 0.0565 (64.72%) 0.0695 (12.68%) 

In case of the insulated wall corner, the initialization of the longer data vector and more 
input data demand more neurons: a hidden layer with 40 neurons gives optimal accuracy 
(see Fig. 8.).  

 

Figure 8. Neural network model – Insulated wall corner (n=40 active neurons) 

After the training process, which is also longer with 600 iterations, the root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) is less than 0.01. The results, the linear thermal transmittance and 
the internal surface temperature can be expressed in analytical form by equations (5) and 
(6): 

 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  

(5) 





 .  .  .  .

 .  .  .  .  

 (6) 
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each containing 7 constant and 6 variable parameters that are tuned so that the training 
data fit the network output in least square sense. 

The maximum deviations from simulated data are 0.0043 [W/mK] for the linear thermal 
transmittance and 0.0051 [-] for the internal surface temperature (Table 4.), demonstrating 
that this approximation is also accurate enough [13]. However, deviations differ for each 
training point, and it might result in significant difference at lower values (below 0.01). 
The deviations are plotted in Fig. 9. 

Table 4. Maximum deviation from simulated data – insulated wall corner 

DATA SET 
Linear thermal transmittance 

() [W/mK] 

Lowest internal surface 

temperature () [-] 

Training set 0.0043 0.0051 

 

 

Figure 9. Deviation from simulated data  

Insulated wall corner,  [W/mK] (left),  [-] (right) 

5. Conclusions 

This paper seeks a new method to approximate the function describing the thermal 
bridge at wall corners by using Artificial Neural Network modelling. The model uses data 
of physical properties (thickness, thermal conductivity), and results of previously 
conducted simulations (linear thermal transmittance - , and the lowest internal surface 
temperature - ). Activation functions are radial basis functions (RBF), since it was found 
the most efficient for this purpose. The paper demonstrates, that in case of a non-insulated 
wall corner less active neurons (4 active neurons per 106 input data) give an acceptable 
precision for training data; however, for an insulated wall corner, the more possible 
combinations of physical properties require more active neurons (40 active neurons per 
340 input data). The paper also shows, that the validation set should be chosen thoroughly, 
since it can have an impact on results: points at the boundary should not be in the 
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validation set; and having more points in the validation set i.e. less points in the training 
set decreases the overall accuracy. 

Besides the advantages of this technique, there are some weaknesses as well. Due to 
the weak extrapolation capability of this method, the physical properties of the 
investigated thermal bridge must be within the domain of training data. Furthermore, the 
deviations from the simulated data vary, and it might result in significant difference at 
lower input values. However, the target function can be approximated with arbitrary 
precision by increasing the number of active neurons and/or the number of training points. 

After the training process the results can be expressed in analytical form that are easily 
exportable into other software products (e.g. Microsoft Excel) to create a simple 
calculator for engineers. Further research is suggested, during which input data are 
considered stochastic variables and the histogram of the output is produced by Monte-
Carlo simulation. 
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Abstract: In this article the author reports the measurements made by traction 
measuring car of Railway Engineering and Metrological Service Centre 
(REMSC) in the research and development work “Complex investigation 
of reduction possibilities of additional costs due to speed restrictions on 
electric traction railway lines”. As results it can be stated that  correction 
parameters in the research and development work made between 2008 and 
2010 should be changed because of specifying. These parameters can be 
used for calculation of additional acceleration energy after speed restriction 
sites. 

Keywords: railway engineering, traction energy consumption, speed restriction, 
locomotive, EMU 

1. Introduction 
Analysing electric railway haul there is an important aspect to be considered: speed 

restrictions will substantially increase traction energy consumption as well as journey 
time [1,2]. Speed restrictions are needed because of transport safety due to railway track 
faults as well as cancelling of these railway track faults’ elimination [3,4,5]. In case of 
diesel locomotives and diesel multiple units (DMUs) the additional traction energy 
consumption is related naturally to diesel oil. 

There are some other disadvantages due to railway track faults: 
 irregular vehicle movements [6,7], 
 higher stresses in the elements of railway super- and substructure [3,4,8], 
 much faster deterioration process of the railway track in case of cancelling of 

railway track faults’ elimination [4,9]. 

The author has to mention there are a lot of technologies to avoid track faults or slow 
down deterioration process that can reduce traction energy consumption in the aspect of 
railway track, some of them: 
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 superstructure geometry stabilization with geogrids [10], steel sleepers [11], 
safety cap and ballast bonding technology [12], 

 ballastless superstructure and special railway fastening system [13], 
 etc. 

There are special methods to decrease total traction energy consumption of the trains 
publicised in the international literatures. For example recuperated energy can be used 
and stored more efficiently [14], onboard storage batteries can be utilized for hybrid 
drive systems [15], onboard ultracaps are useful to energy storage [16]. Fully or 
partially automated Train Control Systems (TCS) and related operation mathematical 
algorithms are developed to optimize energy consumption of the trains [17]. Less 
energy consumption can be reached by target speed optimization [18], and it has to be 
considered that increased speed influences the wasted energy too [19]. In case of 
determination of train speed and timetable on the tracks, the difficult sections have to be 
taken into consideration [20]. These methods are suitable for reducing total traction 
energy of the trains, but they aren’t or only partially adequate for taking into account the 
energy consumption of the locomotives due to acceleration process after discrete speed 
restriction. 

The research team of Széchenyi István University firstly got research work for exact 
determination of additional traction energy consumption due to speed restrictions 
[21,22,23], after that the research and development work was related to comparison of 
additional traction energy consumption costs and costs of elimination of railway track 
faults caused by speed restrictions [24]. 

In the author’s [25,26], his pensioner colleague’s [22,23] and his research team’s 
previous papers and research reports [21,24] there is an adequate calculation method for 
determining traction energy consumption of electric locomotives and electric multiple 
units (EMUs). The  correction parameters are formerly calculated from own energy 
consumption measurements on locomotives and EMUs, but the used  correction 
parameters are needed to be specified. 

The Hungarian Railways ordered another research and development work from 
Széchenyi István University in 2011, the topic of this research was the complex analysis 
of reduction possibilities of additional costs due to speed restrictions on electric haul 
railway lines. In this research work there are measurements made by traction measuring 
car of REMSC [27] related to three types of electric locomotives and one type of EMU. 

This paper reports the results of new measurements and calculations that belong to 
traction energy consumption of electric locomotives and EMUs. 

2. Necessity and description of measurements made by traction measuring car 
In the previous researches of our team calculations can be done only with own 

measured data on locomotives and EMUs. 

These vehicles are the followings: 
 Railjet trains hauled by 1116 Siemens Taurus locomotives [28], 
 passenger trains hauled by 1047 and 1116 Siemens Taurus locomotives [29], 
 freight trains hauled by 1047 and 1116 Siemens Taurus locomotives [29], 
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 5341 Stadler Flirt EMU [30], 
 5342 Bombardier Talent EMU [31]. 

In case total traction energy consumption should be calculated for a determined 
railway line, correct data are needed for another locomotive too. To get these data 
additional measurements have to be done. The aim of these measurements is to state the 
fact that more precise  correction parameters can be used in the calculations which are 
controlled by traction measurement car. 

The simple equations are below: 

   62
0

2 106.35,0  vvmEcalc , (1) 

 calcEE  , (2) 

where 

m – total mass of the train (locomotive and cars) in kg unit, 

v and v0 – values of acceleration speed step in m/s unit, 

E – measured electric energy at an acceleration of a locomotive or EMU in kWh unit, 

 – correction parameter (factor), 

Ecalc – calculated electric energy after Eq. 1 in kWh unit. 

 

Because of the fact that measurements were done only for Railjet, passenger and 
freight trains hauled by Taurus locomotives as well as Flirt and Talent EMUs (values of 
Table 1),  correction parameters for other vehicles are determined by our specialist 
mechanical engineer colleagues to be able to assume traction energy consumption, these 
parameters are the followings: 

 passenger train hauled by V63-1 (1163) [32]:   1.166, 
 freight train hauled by V63-1 (1163) [32]:    1.280, 
 passenger train hauled by V43 (1043, 1143, 1243, 1343) [33]: 1.266, 
 freight train hauled by V43 (1043, 1143, 1243, 1343) [33]:  1.313, 
 passenger train hauled by M41 (2241, 2341) [34]:   1.884, 
 freight train hauled by M41 (2241, 2341) [34]:   2.000, 
 passenger train hauled by M62-0 (2062) [35]:   1.639, 
 freight train hauled by M62-0 (2062) [35]:    1.927, 
 5429 [36] and 6312 [37] EMUs:     1.570. 

The goal of the measurement series is to determine  parameter related to several 
locomotives and passenger as well as freight trains more precisely. 

REMSC processed the plan for measurements in October, 2011, after that the 
measurements were done in April, 2012. Fig. 1. shows the measure train. 
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Figure 1. Measure train at Öttevény railway station (Ferenc Horvát’s photo) 

 

In Fig. 2. there is the set-up of measure train. At the front there is the analysed haul 
locomotive, behind that there is the VMK–002 [27] traction measuring car, at the back 
there is a 1047 Siemens Taurus locomotive that brakes the train. 

 

 
Figure 2. Set-up of measure train 

 

The haul locomotives were the followings in the tests: 
 V43 (1338) electric locomotive [33], 
 1047 Siemens Taurus electric locomotive (Taurus) [29], 
 V63 (151) electric locomotive [32], 
 5341 (044) Stadler Flirt EMU (Flirt) [30]. 

Data of the measuring car: 
 line number: 60 55 99-80 002-2, 
 max. speed: 160 km/h, 
 length: 24.5 m, 
 weight: 41,000 kg, 
 brake mass: 61,000 kg. 

Braking simulation was always done with the same 1047 Taurus locomotive. 
Maximal brake force of this locomotive is 240 kN. 
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Measure tests were made between railway stations Öttevény and Hegyeshalom on the 
Hungarian main railway line No. 1. In this section the allowed maximal speed is 
160 km/h. The horizontal geometry is quite straight and the vertical geometry does not 
contain high slopes only quite horizontal sections, as well as the geometrical condition 
of the track was good, in this way there isn’t any distortional effect to energy 
consumption results. 

The final measure program was as below: 
 16th and 17th of April in 2012: measurements with V43 (1338) locomotive, 

40-60-80-100-120 km/h constant speed, as well as several speed steps between 
40 and 120 km/h, 

 18th and 19th of April in 2012: measurements with Taurus (1047) locomotive, 
40-60-80-100-120-140-160 km/h constant speed, as well as several speed steps 
between 40 and 160 km/h, 

 23rd and 24th of April in 2012: measurements with V63 (151) locomotive, 40-
60-80-100-120 km/h constant speed, as well as several speed steps between 40 
and 120 km/h, 

 25th and 26th of April in 2012: measurements with Stadler Flirt EMU (5341) 
locomotive, 40-60-80-100-120-140-160 km/h constant speed, as well as 
several speed steps between 40 and 160 km/h. 

The measurements were made only on the right track in case of V43 and V63 
locomotives in the right direction (from Öttevény to Hegyeshalom), but measurements 
related to Taurus locomotive and Stadler Flirt EMU were made on both tracks always in 
the right direction. 

The REMSC calculated the required traction force values for all the locomotives and 
EMU for constant speed traction as well as the several speed steps. The required power 
for traction was determined from the traction force vs. speed diagrams for each 
measurement cases. Speed restrictions were also simulated (braking, traction with 
constant speed, acceleration), and electric energy consumption was measured during it. 
Measurements were done by three several brake forces. 

From these data the additional energy consumption could be calculated. 

Parameters below were recorded during measurements: 
 V – speed in km/h unit, 
 s – covered distance in m unit, 
 Up – primer voltage in kV unit, 
 Ip – primer amperage in A unit, 
 cos – phase shift, 
 P – electric power in kW unit, 
 E – energy consumption in kWh unit as the integral of P(t) function, 
 Fv – traction force measured on drawbar in kN unit, as well as 
 combinated speed and distance signal and the section markers. 

In the Fig. 3. several parameters are shown on the display of VMK–002 traction 
measuring car. 

All the measured data can’t be published because of limited space of this paper. 
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Figure 3. Several parameters on the display of VMK–002 traction measuring car 

3. Data processing and results of measurements 
Measured data from REMSC were processed by calculated specific values, after that 

specific traction energy data (in kWh/100 m/kN unit) were calculated for each 
locomotives and EMU. The set brake force values were between 10 and 150 kN (50 kN 
force simulates passenger train, 100 kN light freight train, and 150 kN heavy freight 
train). Additional braking wasn’t used in case of Stadler Flirt. 

During calculation it was supposed that total consumed electric energy was used for 
transmission of the trains. In case of traction with constant speed the energy equals to 
the total resistance of the train: 

 sQE traintotalused    (3) 

where 

Eused – consumed electric energy during the travel in kWh unit, 

Qtotal – total weight of the train consideration with brake force in kN unit, 

train – resistance of the train in N/kN unit, 

s – distance that was taken with constant speed in m unit. 

 

The calculation of train is presented below in accordance with Hungarian Railways’ 
recommendation from year 1983 [38]: 

 in case of passenger train: 
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 100
047.02

2V
train   (4) 

 in case of freight train: 

 100
057.02

2V
train   (5) 

where 

V – speed of the train in km/h unit. 

 

The calculated weight of the train from data of measurements with constant speed is 
below: 

 s

E
Q

train

used
total 




5106.3  (6) 

The consumed electric energy equals to the sum of energy against resistance of train 
and acceleration energy in case of assumed uniform acceleration. The calculated train 
weight in tons unit is as below [39]: 

 .
.,

5 110106.3 av

avtrain

used
total a

s

E
Q 





 (7) 

where 

train,av. – average of the resistance of the train related to speed values v1 and v2 in 
N/kN unit, 

aav. – average acceleration in m/s2 unit. 

 

Fig. 4. - Fig. 6. show the calculated train weights as a function of set brake forces. 
The R2 values in some cases are between 0.5 and 0.75 (weak correlation), but in most 
cases are between 0.75 and 1.0 (strong correlation). 
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Figure 4. Calculated train weight in case of set several brake forces (V43) 

 

 
Figure 5. Calculated train weight in case of set several brake forces (Taurus) 
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Figure 6. Calculated train weight in case of set several brake forces (V63) 

 

Specific traction energies as a function of train speed are presented in Fig. 7 – Fig. 10. 
In case of measurements with V43 locomotives the maximum brake force values were 
60 kN, in this way freight train diagrams couldn’t be made. 

Relationship was searched between used and calculated energies (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2).  

 

 
Figure 7. Specified energy consumption of V43 locomotive 
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Figure 8. Specified energy consumption of Taurus locomotive 

 

 
Figure 9. Specified energy consumption of V63 locomotive 
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Figure 10. Specified energy consumption of Stadler Flirt EMU 

 

Fig. 11. - Fig. 14. show the electric energy measured by REMSC as a function of 
calculated energy. 

 

 
Figure 11. Electric energy measured by REMSC as a function of calculated energy 

(passenger and freight trains hauled by V43 locomotives) 
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Figure 12. Electric energy measured by REMSC as a function of calculated energy 

(passenger and freight trains hauled by Taurus locomotives) 

 

 
Figure 13. Electric energy measured by REMSC as a function of calculated energy 

(passenger and freight trains hauled by V63 locomotives) 
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Figure 14. Electric energy measured by REMSC as a function of calculated energy 

(Stadler Flirt EMU) 

Fig. 15. presents the relationship between measured and calculated recuperated 
energy. 

 

 
Figure 15. Relationship between measured and calculated recuperated energy (Stadler 

Flirt EMU) 

 

Comparison of the values measured by REMSC and earlier by our research team is 
presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Variance of  correction parameters 

Type of train 

 

 

Deviation from 

the values from 

REMSC 

measurements 

(%) 

From 

measure-

ments by 

REMSC 

From earlier 

studies and 

papers [24,25,26] 

P. train – Taurus locomotive 1.331 1.415 0.084 6.3 
F. train – Taurus locomotive 1.549 1.495 0.054 –3.5 
RJ train – Taurus locomotive – 1.316 – – 

Stadler Flirt EMU 1.257 1.128 0.129 –10.3 
Bombardier Talent EMU – 1.095 – – 
P. train – V43 locomotive 2.121 1.266 0.855 –40.3 
F. train – V43 locomotive 2.423 1.313 1.110 –45.8 
P. train – V63 locomotive 1.330 1.166 0.164 12.3 
F. train – V63 locomotive 1.608 1.280 0.328 20.4 

Note: P. train means passenger train, F. train means freight train, RJ means Railjet 

4. Evaluation of the data measured by traction measuring car 
There isn’t significant difference between the theoretical calculated and measured (by 

REMSC) value of  parameter in case of Taurus locomotive and Stadler Flirt EMU, but 
there is significant deviation in case of V43 and V63 locomotives. This fact should be 
answered. The theoretical values were determined in the years 2008 and 2009. That 
time measurements couldn’t be done by these locomotives, correction parameters were 
calculated assuming new locomotives use special data and diagrams. REMSC made 
measurements by the V0431 338 locomotive in 2012 which vehicle is older than 30 
years. Because of this fact a lot of influencing parameters should be considered: 

 the efficiency of traction of V43 locomotive is not the best due to the out of 
date silicon rectifier, 

 the main parts and other accessories aren’t the original ones in the locomotives. 

Main parts and accessories of V0431 338 locomotive used during the measurements 
have different lifetime and efficiency, they are in different condition too. 1 % decrease 
of efficiency of main parts with causes about 3…5 % decrease of whole efficiency of 
the vehicle. 

The first V63 locomotives are ca. 18…20 years younger than V43s. Maintenance 
strategy is similar to V43’s. Because of this fact significant decrease of efficiency can 
be assumed. This can explain the experienced difference between theoretical and 
practical values. 

Determined correction parameters derived from measurements of REMSC should be 
used in the future. Parameters from earlier studies are needed to use only in case of 
Railjet trains and Bombardier Talent EMUs. Because of the fact that there isn’t 
significant difference between correction parameters in Table 1 related to Taurus 
locomotive, it can be assumed that correction parameter related to Railjet hauled by 
Taurus is approximately equals to 1.316. This statement may be true in case of 
Bombardier Talent EMUs. 
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5. Summary 
This paper summarizes the results and evaluation of measurements done by REMSC’s 

traction measuring car related to R&D work financed by Hungarian Railways [40]. 
Publicised  correction parameters determined in earlier studies could be refined. These 
more accurate values should be used in case of calculation of additional traction energy 
consumption due to speed restriction [41]. 
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Abstract: The paper presents a novel, particle behavior–based metaheuristic global

optimization method. The idea behind the algorithm is based on attraction

between particles, and in some aspects it is similar to the particle swarm

optimization, but the interaction between particles is realized in a completely

different way. The paper shows the main steps of the technique and some pos-

sible modifications. After that the comparison of efficiency and the speed of

convergence with different well-known algorithms on two objective functions

will be shown.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the metaheuristic algorithms are one of the most important tools for global opti-

mization. These algorithms do not set almost any requirements to the objective functions,

which have to be minimized. These methods can be applied to find the approximation of

the optima for not continuous and not differentiable objective functions, even if they cannot

be expressed in closed-form. The members of this algorithm family are usually inspired by

nature, e.g. the genetic algorithm [1, 2] (GA), the bacterial evolutionary algorithm [3, 4]

(BEA), and the particle swarm optimization [5–7] (PSO). These techniques deal with many

disadvantages as well, e.g. the convergence speed of GA and BEA can be very slow or

extremely decreasing, on the other hand, the PSO can stuck at local minimum. It is not

exact which algorithm is better than the others, the efficiency is hardly depending on the

objective function [8]. In some cases the calculation of the fitness function is very time

consuming, the number of function evaluations has to be minimized to access fast runtime.

During our research the main goal was to develop an algorithm that is able to reach

fast convergence with minimal number of function evaluations without being stuck. This

qualities are very important for an optimization technique, because in a lot of cases the
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fitness value can be calculated numerically, and the optimization process can take a huge

amount of time. The main idea behind this newly proposed technique is the gravitational

attraction between particles. In some aspects it is similar to the PSO, but the determination

process of the next searching points are different. The following section introduces the

main steps and the modification possibilities. After that, the third section shows the

comparison of this method with some another techniques on two test objective function,

the Ackley function and the Rosenbrock function.

2. The Weighted Attraction Method

2.1. Basic Concepts of Optimization

The general mathematical form of an optimization process [9] of a constrained optimization

problem is formulated in the following way:

minimize
x

f(x), x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
⊺ ∈ R

n,

subject to gl(x) ≤ 0, l = 1, 2, . . . , r,

hl(x) = 0, l = 1, 2, . . . , s.

(1)

Here f(x) is the objective function, which has to be minimized, the vector x contains

the design variables, gj(x) is for the inequality constraint functions, and hj(x) denotes

the equality constraint functions. The functions f , g, and h are scalar functions, more

precisely: {f, g, h} : Rn → R. If the feasible space for the minimum is the whole search

space, the problem is called unconstrained. The solution vector that exactly satisfies (1)

will be denoted as x∗, where x
∗ = argmin

x

f(x).

The metaheuristic optimization begins with a set of points on the search space with

parameters selected randomly. These points are usually called as individuals or particles.

Let us denote the number of the particles by k. The set of all individuals are called

population or swarm, denoted by X, where X ∈ R
k×n. Based on the concept of the

applied method, these individuals are moved to another place, or (if the applied method is

the GA) replaced by the so–called offspring. The goodness of each individual is defined

by the fitness function as F = F{X}, where F is the fitness operator, and F ∈ R
k is a

vector containing the fitness values for all particles. The definition of the fitness function is

not straightforward, for a single problem it is possible to define many fitness function from

a lot of aspects, but for the simplest cases the fitness function can be equal to the objective

function. The interaction between the individuals is based on their fitness value. The better

individuals are taken into account better by these methods. These methods often deal with

random searching operation, and if the applied method is some of the evolutionary type

methods, this is usually called as mutation, otherwise it is just called as random search.
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2.2. The Proposed Method

The main goal was to develop a new algorithm that is capable of global optimization

using less number of individuals without decreasing the runtime. The main idea behind

the proposed method is the gravitational attraction between particles. The power of

the attraction is a function of the fitness values. This power generates a global particle

movement, and this global movement can be used as an efficient global searching technique.

The main steps of this method are the following:

1. Initialization: Creating an initial, randomly placed particle dispersion on the whole

search space;

2. Calculation of attraction: Calculating the fitness function, and based on the fitness

values of each particle, assigning attraction factor to each one of them;

3. Moving: Choosing search direction for each particle based on their movement in the

past, and the actual resultant attraction direction;

4. Explosion: Scattering the particles if they are too close to each other, and their fitness

value is almost equal.

The 1st step is evaluated only once at the beginning of the optimization procedure. The

steps 2–4 are running iteratively until the best particle meets the predefined requirements,

or the iteration number reaches its maximum. These steps are described in detail in the

followings.

2.2.1. Initialization

The 1st step of the weighted attraction method is creating uniformly placed initial searching

particles. The easiest case, when the design variables are simply bounded, that is, ai ≤
xi ≤ bi, i = 1, . . . , n, ai, bi ∈ R, and x ∈ X. Let us denote the jth particle as xj . Now,

the matrix X that represents the swarm of randomly chosen particles can be built up as

X = [x1, . . . , xj , . . . , xk] , (2)

where

xj, i = ai + (bi − ai)r, (3)

and r ∈ [0, 1] is a random number. The initialization procedure is more difficult if the

constraining of the search space is more specific, e.g. the feasible space is an n dimensional

sphere or an abstract body. The search space can be limited with the definition of the

constraint functions mentioned in (1).
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2.2.2. Calculation of the attraction function

After the fitness values are calculated, an attraction factor should be given to each particles.

This factor is defined by the attraction function. For the determination procedure this

algorithm recommends the following steps:

• Sorting the particles according to their fitness value;

• Mapping the swarm to the domain [0, 1] (F → F
′). The extreme values of this

interval are assigned to the best and the worst particles, and the other particles got

proportionally determined values;

• An attraction function w has to be determined. If this function is linear and its slope

is unit, the attraction factors w(F ′) are equal to the assigned values. Otherwise, the

attraction factors of the particles are the related values of the attraction function wF ′,

as can be seen in Fig. 1;

Figure 1. Explanation for the calculation of the attraction factors.

Because with the attraction function the factors of the attraction can be weighted, the

algorithm will search more likely the better areas in the search space. The attraction

function can be defined different ways. One of the ways can be seen in 1, where w(0) = 0
and w(1) = 1, and the function is monotonous. The other way is, when w(0) < 0. In this

case the worst particles will repel the other particles from the bad parts of the objective

function.
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2.2.3. Moving

Based on the actual position of the particles and the corresponding attraction factors, the

position of the center of the mass c in the mth iteration can be defined as

c
(m) =

∑k

j=1 x
(m)
j w

(m)
j

∑k

j=1 w
(m)
j

. (4)

The direction vectors pointing from the jth particle to the center of mass can be easily

calculated as

d
(m+1)
j = c

(m) − x
(m)
j . (5)

The new position of the jth particle in the (m + 1)th iteration is determined with the

formula

x
(m+1)
j = x

(m)
j + ϕad

(m+1)
j + ϕbd

(m)
j , (6)

where ϕa and ϕb are random numbers. The initial searching directions d
(0)
j are optional,

but mostly equal to zero. It can be useful if the algorithm takes into account the former

searching directions in a better way. It can be easily realized (along with the update of the

value d
(m)
j ) as

d
(m)
j =

ud
(m)
j + vd

(m+1)
j

u+ v
, (7)

where u,v ∈ R
+, and usually v ≥ u.

In the early iterations this step usually provides fast convergence for the algorithm, but

after awhile, if the particles are stuck in a local (or in fortunate cases global) minimum

place, or the particles are in a flat area of the objective function, the convergence slows

down, or even stops.

2.2.4. Explosion

The algorithm presented above can lead the global searching to stuck, because if every

particle fall into the same local valley, the algorithm cannot jump out from here. It can

be prevented by dispersing the particles, if a predefined closeness in position and fitness

value has been reached. The authors recommends the dispersion process to be a normal

distributed random dispersion that depends on the actual position and the extreme values

of the design variables. A new value of the ith design variable of the jth particle can be

calculated using the Box–Muller–Marsaglia polar method [10]. In algorithm 1, the value

of α is predefined by the user. The greater value of α expands the expected radius of the

dispersion.

The closeness condition is user–defined, but an optimal formula for it is unknown yet.

It is clear that it depends on the variance of the fitness values and on the variance of the

positions of the particles.
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Algorithm 1 Box–Muller–Marsaglia polar method

1: procedure BMM(µ,σ) ⊲ Normal random number generation.

2: µ← xj, i ⊲ Mean of the normal distribution is the actual value.

3: σ ← α(max (Xall, i)−min (Xall, i)) ⊲ Formula for the variance.

4: repeat

5: p, q ← [−1, 1] ⊲ Uniformly distributed random number from the interval.

6: z ← p2 + q2

7: until 0 < z < 1 ⊲ Not to take the square root of a negative number.

8: xj, i1 ← µ+ pσ

√

−2 ln z
z

9: xj, i2 ← µ+ qσ

√

−2 ln z
z

10: r ← a mod b

11: return xj, i1 or xj, i2 ⊲ Two random number generated, only one needed.

12: end procedure

3. Testing and comparison

This section is showing the comparison of the proposed algorithm with GA, BEA and PSO

using the Ackley function and Rosenbrock function. The Ackley and Rosenbrock function

are two well known test functions to evaluate properties of optimization methods.

The 2D Ackley function can be formulated as [12]:

f(x1,x2) = −20 · e−0.2
√

0.5(x2

1
+x2

2
) − e0.5(cos(2πx1)+cos(2πx2)) + 20 + e. (8)

This function is symmetric, has a numerous local minima, and a global minimum at the

x1 = x2 = 0 point, where the function value is f(0, 0) = 0.

The most common form of the 2D Rosenbrock function can be formulated as [13]:

f(x1,x2) = (x1 − 1)2 + 100(x2 − x2
1)

2. (9)

This function is asymmetric, has only one local (which is also a global) minimum, and the

global minimum is at the x1 = x2 = 1 point, where the function value is f(1, 1) = 0.

On the objective functions, two different tests were made:

1. Optimization with 10 searching particles/individuals on the −10 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 10
domain;

2. Optimization with 100 searching particles/individuals on the −100 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 100
domain.

To test the robustness of the algorithm, every optimization process were made 100 times
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and lasted 1000 period. In these cases the fitness functions were equal to the objective

functions.

In Fig. 2 and 3, the comparison of the algorithms searching the minimum of the Ackley

function is presented, in addition to the settings mentioned above.
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Figure 2. Optimization on the Ackley function, first case.
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Figure 3. Optimization on the Ackley function, second case.

The presented figures were created by the boxplot function of Matlab. On each box

the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the

whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are

plotted individually [11]. In the first case, the WAM outperforms the other algorithms,

in the worst processes it provided results at least as good as the other algorithms, bit in
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the second case, with a lot of searching particles, the algorithm could not get any closer

to the global minimum. The optimization processes were usually started with very fast

convergence, but in the area of the minimum, the particles were jumping over the [0, 0]
point.

The comparisons of the algorithms on the Rosenbrock function in the two cases men-

tioned above can be seen in Fig. 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Optimization on the Rosenbrock function, first case.
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Figure 5. Optimization on the Rosenbrock function, second case.

Now in both cases, the WAM provided better solutions than the other applied algorithms,

and in the second case, with more particle on greater domain the WAM could perform

better approximation of the global minimum, and this contradicts the previous experiences.
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The following figures show the typical trajectory of a particle during the optimization

process. The empirical experiments showed that if the objective function is symmetrical

like the Ackley function, the particles follow a spiral orbit during the searching process,

but in the non-symmetrical case this behaviour was not experimented (see in Fig. 6).

(a) Ackley function (b) Rosenbrock function

Figure 6. Typical trajectory of a searching particle.

4. Conclusions

The paper proposed a metaheuristic optimization tool named as Weighted Attraction

Method. The main idea behind the algorithm was the gravitational attraction between

particles. The concept is supplemented with a step that is responsible for the scattering

of the particles preventing the algorithm being stuck. The comparison of the algorithm

with other well known techniques were presented in Section 3. The Weighted Attraction

Method were able to outperform the other techniques in the most cases, especially when

the number of the searching particles were low. This property makes the algorithm even

more effective, because it deals with fast convergence while the number of the fitness

function evaluation remains low. The main disadvantage of the algorithm is that an exact

optimal formula for the closeness of the particles does not exist yet. Now it seems that the

best opportunity for this could be an adaptive closeness condition with adaptive dispersion

scale.

The proposed algorithm will used to optimize antenna geometries, when the objective

function is a strictly specified radiation pattern. The algorithm is believed to accelerate this

optimization task, because it appears to be suitable for problems, where the evaluation of

the fitness function is the most time consuming step.
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Abstract: The performance evaluation of telecommunication networks and connections

is a usual problem of telecommunications service providers and network

owners. The performance evaluation in our previous approach is strongly (but

not exclusively) based on the insertion loss values of the wire pairs measured

at certain discrete frequency points. According to experimental results, the

usage of these frequencies leads to correct evaluation, however, the theoretic

verification of the correctness of the placement of these points seems to be

necessary. The study was carried out using wavelet analysis, comparing

the insertion loss values measured at the discrete frequency points with the

wavelet transformed sections of the insertion loss functions corresponding to

them. In this paper, using wavelet transform, we have studied whether the

previously selected characteristic frequencies represent well the frequency

domain around them also rules using wavelet transformed data are compared

to the rules of the method based on characteristic frequencies.

Keywords: telecommunications, performance evaluation, access networks, fuzzy infer-

ence, wavelet analysis

1. Introduction

The examination of the correctness of the antecedent dimension selection for a telecom-

munications performance evaluation approach based on fuzzy models is presented in this

paper. This new approach is appropriate for the classification of the telecommunications

access networks’ individual wire pairs for SHDSL (Symmetrical High Speed Digital Sub-

scriber Line) [1] connections according to the possibly available data transfer rate (bit
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rate), however it can be generalized for any type of digital access network links. SHDSL is

a symmetrical member of the DSL telecommunications transmission family which was

evolved definitely for the copper wire pairs of the access networks. (According to recent

studies, e.g., [2], copper wire pairs of access networks will be used for the installation of

new telecommunication connections even beyond 2040, however, the replacement of the

traditional metallic transmission medium by fibre optical ones has been recently announced

in Hungary.)

Similarly to some other performance evaluation techniques in the field of telecom-

munications, our method uses observed electrical properties of the measured lines.[3]

Differently from the currently used methods, our qualification is made according to mostly

the measured values of insertion loss by fuzzy rule bases in our approach. [4]

In Fig. 1. insertion loss characteristics of the lines studied in this contribution can be seen.

In accordance with the practice of telecommunication service providers, different ranges

of bit rates were separated into different clusters. Typical examples of this classification

can be seen in Fig. 2. Values of bit rates ascend from cluster 1 to cluster 5.

Fig. 1. Insertion loss characteristics of the observed lines.

Fig. 2. shows that the ranges defined by different bit rate clusters are overlapping,

which makes the problem of wire pairs’ performance evaluation nondescript and hardly

classifiable by traditional methods. For such problems the fuzzy set theory was suggested

by L. A. Zadeh in 1965 [5] and a widely used, successful application was introduced by E.
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Fig. 2. Examples of the classification of insertion loss characteristics by bit rate clusters.

H. Mamdani [6] in 1975. In our approach Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method has been

applied.

Our approach is predominantly based on the insertion loss of the lines. Even though

insertion loss values were measured only in 200 discrete points of the frequency in

this study, this physical property of the wire pairs is continuous. In order to avoid the

difficulty of handling continuous functions or too many values in the antecedent part of the

evaluation, some of the frequencies were selected for the actual decision-making. Based

on experimental results, these frequencies are 100 kHz, 500 kHz, 750 kHz, 1000 kHz,

1250 kHz and 1500 kHz. The distance between the characteristic frequencies is uniformly

250 kHz, the only difference is at 100 kHz. This irregularity of the position of the

characteristic frequencies is explained by the stronger separation of the insertion loss

functions around 100 kHz.

Measured insertion loss values at the 6 characteristic frequencies (see in Fig. 3.) were

used in the construction of fuzzy rule bases. Based on these data, two types of rule bases

were created, one type was made directly from the measured values (later referred to as

D-type), and another by evolutionary algorithm [7] (E-type), where measured values were

used as teaching samples. The D-type rule base has five rules – according to the five bit

rate clusters – and six antecedent dimensions (the insertion loss values at the characteristic

frequencies), and its fuzzy sets are triangular. One of the rules of the D-type rule base can

be seen in Fig. 4 graphically, as an example.

The E-type rule base is not in direct connection with the five output clusters. It has

10 rules, however, also it has six antecedent dimensions. In this case the fuzzy sets are

trapezoidal. See Fig. 5.

Both type of rule bases has been tested by evaluating previously unknown wire pairs.

Comparing to the results of other, widely available and used pre-qualification methods, the
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Fig. 3. Measured insertion loss values of the lines used for rule base construction at the

characteristic frequencies.
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Fig. 4. Triangular antecedent sets of the 1st rule from the D-type rule base. The left axis

shows the membership values and the bottom axis shows the insertion loss. The closures

of the supports fo the membership functions were defined by the limits of the measured

insertion loss values, whereas the core points were the mean values of the measured data.

(In fuzzy set theory we study not only weather an element belongs to a set or not, but also

how much it belongs to the set. The rate of this ”belonging” is called membership value of

the given element.)

success rate of our approach reached the success rate of the most accurate methods, and
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Fig. 5. Trapezoidal antecedent sets of the 1st rule from the E-type rule base. The left axis

shows the membership values and the bottom axis shows the insertion loss.The measured

data were grouped according to their performances and were used as teaching samples in

the construction of the rule bas by the evolutionary algorithm defined in [7].

using different rule bases constructed from insertion loss values measured in areas with

different line noise, the success rate was higher than in case of other methods [8].

Correctness of the frequency points used in rule bases is confirmed by the results of the

tests, however, this verification is based on experiments carried out on finite number of

wire pairs. Possibly there can be – and according to our expectations there are – wire pairs

which have severe deviations in insertion loss exactly at the characteristic frequencies that

provide the basis of our qualification method. In such cases the evaluation will be failed,

the lines will be classified not into the correct, but its neighbouring cluster. The reason

for this problem is that the insertion loss is studied not in the whole frequency range but

only at discrete points of the frequency, therefore it seems to be important to examine

how representative the insertion loss values at the selected frequency points are to the

ranges around them. In this paper we apply wavelet analysis to determine, whether the

large-scale behaviour of the insertion loss function can be represented well by the selected

characteristic frequencies.

Wavelet theory – summarized e.g., in [9–11] – became one of the basic data procession

methods in the past three decades. Even though the most successful branch of their

application is the image compression – wavelets are used from fingerprint databases [12]

to Mars rovers [13] and the JPEG2000 compressor [14] – one of the reasons wavelets arose

was the analysis of one dimensional data, namely seismic echoes in oil research [15]. In

the following considerations we also use wavelets for one dimensional data analysis: we
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gain information about the structure of the insertion loss-frequency function by wavelet

analysis.

2. On wavelet analysis

Fourier analysis [18] of a signal can give information about the structure of the signal:

it can tell the amount of slowly varying – low frequency – and rapidly varying – high

frequency – components. The main problem with Fourier analysis from the practical

applications point of view was that it requires infinite signal. In order to be able to gain

information about the slowly and rapidly varying components of a real measured signal a

short time Fourier transform or windowed Fourier transform was introduced. The basic

idea behind the windowed fourier transform

Fb{f}(ω) =
∫

∞

−∞

w(t− b) f(t) e−iωtdt. (1)

is to make a short snapshot of the studied function f(t) with a short window function

w(t) at any point b and transform the thus arisen function. Of course, the integral of the

resulting functions Fb{f}(ω) along the variable b, we get the usual Fourier transform of

the function,
∫

∞

−∞

Fb{f}(ω)db = F{f}(ω).

The selection of the window function is a key for an effective transform. Dennis Gábor

[17] suggested to use Gaussian type window

wα(t) =
1

2
√
πα

e−
t
2

4α

and the windowed Fourier transform with such window functions are still called Gabor

transform.

However, if we look at (1) from another point of view, it can be seen as a transform with

the windowed sinusoidal function

Wb,ω(t) = eiωt g(t− b),

thus

Fb{f}(ω) =
∫

∞

−∞

(Wb,ω(t))
∗

f(t)dt, (2)

with ∗ meaning complex conjugation. The shape of the window function Wb,ω(t) for the

Gabor transform is given in Fig. 6 with b = 0 and three values of ω.

The wavelet transform of a signal has the same approach as formula (2), only the window

function has a different construction,

ψb,a(t) = |a|−1/2 ψ

(

t− b

a

)

,
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Fig. 6. The window function W0,ω of the Gabor transform (left) with α = 1, and the

Mexican hat wavelet ψa,0 (right). Both function types are given for three resolutions, i.e.,

ω = 1 (red), ω = 2 (green), ω = 4 (blue) for the Gabor transform function and a = 1
(red) a = 2 (green), a = 4 (blue) for the wavelet. All functions are centered to 0, i.e., the

shift index b = 0. Arbitrary units.

resulting in the transform

Wψ{f}(b,a) = |a|−1/2

∫

∞

−∞

ψ∗

b,a(t)f(t)dt.

The wavelet function ψb,a(t) is generated from the mother wavelet by simple shifting and

shrinking/stretching, thus the window functions have the same shape for the fine scale and

large-scale behaviours, only their widths varies, as it can be seen in Fig. 6. This shape

is usually consisting of some waves in a short interval, hence the name little waves, or

wavelets.

Generating the wavelet has lots of freedom, the only constraint that has to be fulfilled is

∫

∞

−∞

1

ω
|F{ψ}(ω)|2 dω <∞.

The application of the wavelets is similar to that of the Fourier transform, besides

data/signal analysis, they can be used for solving differential equations [19–21].

For our purposes the discrete version of the wavelet transform is more suitable as we

have a series of insertion loss values measured at discrete frequencies. The realization

of a discrete wavelet transform is relatively simple: one step consists of a filtering and

a downsampling as it can be seen in Fig. 7. This step can be applied constitutively, as

long as the number of the steps do not exceed the 2-based logarithm of the number of

the points to be analysed. Both the high pass and the low pass convolution filter have the
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same coefficients during the transformation process, and means approximately halving the

resolution (frequency) at each step.

Fig. 7. One step of the discrete wavelet transform. After the high pass (direction down)

and low pass (direction right) convolutional filters a downsampling by two unit is plotted

by the downward arrow. The transformed vectors c′i and d′i are approximately half in the

size compared to the original ci.

The results will be the lowest resolution level (last) vector c′i and all the vectors d′i. The

vectors d′i carry the information about the fine-scale behaviour, whereas the vectors c′i is

a kind of weighted average, i.e., it describes the larger scale behaviour. Of course, the

expressions “fine scale” and “large-scale” are roughening as the transformation steps carry

on.

Theoretically the total number of the elements of the resulting vectors is approximately

the same as that of the original vector ci, so no information is lost in the process. In case of

data compression, many of the vector components d′i are omitted, as they are close to zero

in the smooth parts of the functions, images, distributions that represented by the original

ci.

There exists a backward transform, which is the opposite of the one given in Fig. 7, from

vectors d′i and c′i after an upsampling – filling in zeros between each of the vector elements

– the inverse of the convolutional filters is applied and the results of the two branches are

summarized. However, this step is not important for our purposes.

In the following considerations we do not study the fine scale components resulting

from the analysis of the measured insertion loss data, only the rough scale coefficients.

To be more precise, we are studying environments of the selected frequencies by two

different wavelet families: Haar and the second Daubechies wavelet transform. As the

Haar functions have only 2 filter coefficients (both 1), and due to the downsapmling there

are no overlaps between the originals ci of the neighbouring transformed points c′i and

d′i, their low-pass components mean only an averaging. The low-pass transform with the

4-coefficient Daubechies filters means overlapped averaging with non-uniform coefficients.

Both results gives information about the large-scale behaviour around the selected points,

thus the representativeness of the frequency points to their environment.
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3. Representativeness of the selected frequencies
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Fig. 8. Measured insertion loss and calculated levels by wavelet transformation.

One random wire pair’s measured insertion loss function and its representative values

resulting from the function’s wavelet transforms can be seen in Fig. 8. Even though

the insertion loss values measured at the six selected frequency points (indicated by

blue ellipses) are close to the levels calculated by wavelet transformation (indicated by

olive green lines) in the figure, in the case of a single line, the measured values at the

characteristic frequencies have differences from the wavelet transformed values.

To check the deviations in case of all measured wire pairs, the wavelet transformed

values versus the measured ones are plotted in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the dots are located

very close to the ideal 45◦ line in case of higher insertion loss and higher frequencies, and

follow the line in case of lower ones. It means, that although in case of some wire pairs

the measured values and the levels calculated by wavelet transformation differ from each

other – though this deviation is not too high –, statistically, the ranges of the insertion

loss function are characterized well by the measured values at the six selected respective

frequencies.

Though the whole insertion loss function is decently characterized by the values mea-

sured at the selected frequencies also in case of individual wire pairs, the alignment of the

measured values with the ranges defined by the insertion loss values of the lines belonging

to the corresponding bit rate clusters are much more important. The reason is that the an-

tecedent fuzzy sets of the rule bases used in the performance evaluation represents a sort of

model of the ranges disposed by the insertion loss values measured at the given frequency

points. The selected discrete frequency points are appropriate if the wire pairs’ physical

properties measured at them fit to the ranges created from the insertion loss functions’

wavelet transformed levels. Fig. 10 shows the results of this comparison. Corresponding

areas derived from the wavelet transformed sections of the functions, denoted by red and

blue lines, are followed by the ranges of measured values denoted by black lines in case of
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Fig. 9. Measured insertion loss and calculated levels by two different wavelet transforma-

tions of the lines used for deriving our rule bases. It can be seen that the selected frequency

points of the measured functions represent quite well the large scale behaviour, however,

the Haar wavelet transformed values lay significantly closer to the values measured than

those of Daubechies transformed ones.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the insertion loss ranges measured at the characteristic frequencies

with the ranges of wavelet transformed function environment around the characteristic

frequencies by bit rate clusters.

all bit rate clusters. Minor deviations of the wavelet transformed ranges from the measured

values can be noticed only in case of the cluster belonging to the lowest bit rates. As clear

and strict mathematical formula does not exist for the connection between the physical

properties of the wire pairs and the available maximal bit rates this kind of small deviation

is acceptable in performance evaluation. The importance of the discrepancy is lessened

by the fact that the deviations of all examined wire pars are depicted together in the same

figure, but in the case of singular lines, generally, this degree of the deviation can be

noticed only at one frequency point.

4. Conclusions, future work

The examination of characteristic frequencies of insertion loss in performance evaluation

of access networks’ wire pairs was presented. After the description of a novel approach

for the performance evaluation and the problem with the used frequency points in the
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evaluation, the usage of the wavelet transformation as method of the examination was

explained. Beside experimental observations, also theoretical results showed that the

selected frequency points are appropriate for being used as characteristic frequencies in

the measurement of the wire pair evaluation.

Using ranges of wavelet transformed sections of the functions of physical properties

which are the basis of the evaluation showed that new type, wavelet based rule bases can

help to reduce the number of the antecedent dimensions. In the future the reduction of the

antecedent dimensions’ number by wavelet analysis is planned.
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